ATTENTION!

Destinations may vary from the published order for optimum route utilization.

The latest schedule and contacts and conditions are set available at the following link:
http://logcluster.org/ops/drc

Democratic Republic of Congo

UNHAS & ASF-F routes
Effective 20 October, 2014

Date created: 21 October, 2014
Coord System/Datum/WGS84
Map Number: COD_UNHAS-ASF_Routes_A3P

UNHAS Air Connection:
- Kinshasa-Based Aircraft (UNO113H)
- Kalemie-Based Aircraft (UNO205H)
- Goma-Based Aircraft (UNO203H)

ASF-F Aircraft

EBOLA RESPONSE FLIGHTS

Logistics Cluster, UNHAS, RGC.
maps@logcluster.org
www.logcluster.org/ops/drc

Kenya Cluster, Nairobi - KEMC

Disclaimer: The boundaries and names and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Note:
Saturday and Sunday are reserved for special flights or maintenance.

Effective 20 October, 2014

Data sources:
Logistics Cluster, UNHAS, RGC.
maps@logcluster.org
www.logcluster.org/ops/drc
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